Recommendation for Writing Center Tutoring
(We are located in Room 1060W, behind the library in the Learning Resources Center)

I, ____________________________________________, request that my student,
_____________________________________________________ be tutored in writing for the
following class:_____________________________________

Please concentrate on:  (Please check areas of high priority and make specific suggestions
below.)

General Composition:
☐ brainstorming and pre-writing
☐ thesis development (main idea)
☐ evidence, examples and other support/narrative detail
☐ paragraph order and development of thesis
☐ Introduction/Conclusion
☐ citing sources (preferred format? __________________________)  

Grammar and Sentence Structure:
☐ run-together sentences
☐ fragments
☐ subject/verb agreement or verb tense
☐ spelling and homonyms
☐ articles
☐ pronoun/antecedent agreement or vague/misplaced pronoun reference
☐ word choice/vocabulary

Other tutoring focus and suggestions:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________